INTRODUCTION
The mathematical problem of approximation by finite element functions has been first studied by Goël ( [2] ) and Zlamal ([3] ). In [4] , Bramble and Zlamal give estimâtes for the error in terms of Sobolev norms, however their results are based on the existence and continuity of the interpolate ; but the interpolate may not exist; for example if u e H l (Q) where Qis a two-dimensional domain, by Sobolev's imbedding theorem, the pointwise values of u cannot be defined and consequently no interpolation is possible. In [5] Strang defines an approximation by considering interpolâtes of regularized functions.
The purpose of this paper is to give an elementary construction of an approximation based on « local » regularization ; the results are slightly less restrictive than Strang's ones. As shown by an example, the construction may be modified to fit boundary conditions. Most of the basic tools are known in the literature and their proofs will not be reproduced hère; however ail details are contained in [1] .
RESULTS
For the sake of concreteness and simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of triangular finite element subspaces described by the following situation.
A is a closed bounded two-dimensional domain with polygonal boundary For spécifie examples see [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . we shall prove :
Theorem 1
For u e H q (A) 9 q < p + 1, one has
furthermore if q < p one has also = 0.
|
As mentionned in the introduction, n can be modified in order to fit boundary condition ; we restrict ourselves to the case where the function u to approximate takes the value 0 on the boundary F of A i.e. ueH 1 
(A). We define ft : H°(A) -> Fby i-l
where 2' means that we omit in the sum the terms relative to indices i for which Q t G F and l { = 0. Then under the above hypotheses we shall prove :
furthermore if q ^ p one has also
Km \u -nuj, jA = 0.
n° août 1975, R-2. 4. There is a great number of alternative possibilities of defining II in the same spirit.
5. One can without any difficulty give the same results for A c R".
PROOFS
In this section we use all the définitions, notations, hypotheses introduced in section 2.
Lemma i
Let S be any of the supports S l9 5 2 , ..., S mi u e H q (S), q < p + 1, t e iT p such that (u -t, p) s = 0 for all p e !T p . Then
Lemma 1, which supposes H4, has analogue in the literature, see [3] , [5] , [9] ; however, we give below a sketch of the proof.
We restrict ourselves to the case where S is formed by two adjacents triangles ; the other cases are treated similarly. This allows us to prove the lemma for k = 0. Indeed, let u e H q (S), q ^ p + 1, t e P p such that (u -t, p) s = 0 for ail pe P p * Let j? the unique polynomial belonging to P p such that (Z) S (M -p) 9 l) s = 0 for 0 ^ |j| < q -1 ; then by applying the preceeding resuit to Z) s (w -p) for |j| -q -l 9 q -2, ..., 0 we get : \u -p\ OtS ^c\u -p\ qS = c\u\ q y 9 then |M| OJS ^ | w -p| os ; hence we are done. We obtain the gênerai case from the interpolation formula \ u \ k ,s < C(|M| 0)S + \u\ qêS )VueH*(S) and from the fact that \p\ ktS ^ c\p\ 0>s V/? e P k , (These relations can be established by returning to the fundamental domain À by the application q>). Indeed, for p = q -1, 0 < k ^ q we get : We obtain the case d(S) # 1 by a dilatation.
Lemma 2
Let rGD 5j p6(r p ;then
Lemma 2, which supposes H4, is an elementary property based on the équivalence of all the norms for a finite dimensional space (see [8] ).
Lemma 3 a) If Tj a S t then d{S t ) ^ cd(7]).
b) The number of éléments 7J. contained in any support S { is ^ c. this relation is valid for any T x e D ; using again H3 and lemma 3, one gets by summing for * = 1, 2, ..., n precisely relation (1). Now suppose q ^ p; for any v e H q+1 (A) one has by (1) :
M -v\ qA < e/2 ; let h 0 > 0 be such | fA < e which proves relalet s > 0 ; one first chooses v such that c that ch 0 \v\ q+1$A < e/2; then for h < h 0 , tion (2).
Lemma 4 Let T e D, x a side of T, u e H^T) ; then d(T)\u\l T < c{\u\l T + (d(T)f\u\l T }.
Lemma 4 is a conséquence of the trace theorem (see [10] ); for a detailed proof, see [1] ,
Proof of theorem 2
Let u e H 1^) n H q (A) 9 1 ^ q < p + 1. Using the notations and arguments of the proof of theorem 1, one remarks (see [6] ) that for pro ving (3) it suffices to show that for Te D one has 
